I. Themes

We publish in English or French treaties, monographs, courses, theses, papers submitted to international conferences and essays. They are chosen according to the contribution which they can bring to the European and international doctrinal debate concerning the questions of Social Sciences. ADJURIS – International Academic Publisher encourages the publication of manuscripts with international relevance which present comparative researches, promote interdisciplinarity in the social sciences, combine theoretical with empirical analysis within some case studies and benefit from a solid bibliographic base.

II. The structure of the manuscript

First page:

Author(s)/Editor(s). First and last name of the author(s) should be written Times New Roman 12 on the right, bold, being preceded by academic rank and scientific title (if it is the case). The family name will be written in capital letters. The name will be followed by an indication of the main institutional affiliation (for each author separately, if it is the case) and e-mail, written in Times New Roman 12, bold, italic.

Title of the book. The title is written in capital letters, Times New Roman 14, bold, centered, in English. The title may be followed by an explanatory subtitle (eg. „Contributions to the Conference...”).

The second page

Presentation of author(s)/editor(s). Please describe briefly: studies, activities, publications, awards and prizes.

The third page

The book presentation. The book presentation has to be of 150-200 words and has to be written in English, with Times New Roman 12, italic, justify. The book presentation will include: objectives of the study, the research methods used, results and implications of the study.

Keywords. 4-6 keywords that comprise the essence of the book have to be mentioned, in English, with Times New Roman 12, italic, justify.

JEL Classification. After keywords, please indicate framing of the book in one or more categories in JEL classification.
**Table of contents**

The manuscript will be divided into chapters, subchapters sections etc. depending on the complexity of the issues treated. Structural divisions of the book will be listed in the Table of contents, indicating the number of page.

**Text of the manuscript**

Text of the manuscript will be written in English or French. The text will be written in Times New Roman 12, justify, single line spacing.

**The footnotes**

The footnotes should use Times New Roman 9, justify, single line spacing. The footnotes will continue on the following pages and won’t start with no. 1 on each page. All quoted works and the jurisprudence should be mentioned only in footnotes. For quoted works, the author(s) full name should be included, then the title of the work (book, article), publishing house/journal, city, year of publishing/journal number, pages(s) number. The names of publishing houses, as well as those of books and journals have to be written in full form, not abbreviated. Titles of books and articles are written *italic*. The names of journals should be written in quotation marks. When articles, books, or official documents are accessed via the internet, the reference should be formatted as described above, noting that "the document is available online at ..." and indicate the date last accessed. In the case of jurisprudence, the document’s name has to be mentioned, its number, the date of ruling/issuing, the issuing authority (court) and the publication where it is included (The Official Gazette, case law reports etc.).

**Bibliography**

The reference works used will be indicated in a brief bibliography at the end of the book, in the language in which they were published (accompanied by the English translation enclosed in parentheses).

**III. Page layout**

The book has to be written in Word using A4 format (margins: top/bottom/left/right 2 cm). The pages will be numbered with Arabic numbers continuously, from first to last page.

**IV. Mailing address**

Materials will be sent in electronic format at: office@adjuris.ro